, zy = <D X Y, zy
We extend the operator D X1 as usual, to be a complete derivation on the tensor algebra over M. 
w)(Y) = X(w(Y)) -w(D z Y).
and let tr A and det A denote the trace and determinant functions on A, respectively.
We will use G to denote the nonsingular linear transformation induced by the metric tensor that maps M m onto Ml for each m.
where C x is contraction by X in the first covariant slot. We also use the symbol G for the inverse of G. Thus we think of G as a "switch map" and let the argument it is applied to tell us which map is being used. A vecter field X will be called closed (or From the definition of the curvature R we have
where [ 
AT, D T ](X) = A T {D T X) -D T {A T X)
and thus [A T} D τ ] is a linear transformation valued tensor. By the standard symmetry properties of the four covariant Riemann Christoffel tensor, the map C τ is symmetric (self-adjoint), and we call it the Ricci map associated with T. The trace of C τ is the Ricci curvature of T, which we denote by Ric(T, T).
Following Bochner [1] , we say a field T is restrained if Δ 2 ζT> T)>< 0 at some point or T has constant length. Bochner has shown that every field on a compact manifold is restrained, and in the noncompact case, a field is restrained if its length attains a relative maximum at some point.
Our main interests in this study are the cases when A τ is symmetric, or equivalently, T is closed. Since the gradient of any C°° function is a closed field, many closed fields exist. Proof. Let Z 19 , Z n be a set of nonsingular orthonormal vector fields belonging to a Riemannian normal coordinate system at a point m in M and let w 19 *',w n be the dual 1-forms of this base. Thus if βi = <Z f , Zi>, then
N. HICKS and using the fact that Ό T Z { -0 at m for any T,
Proof. Using the fields Z { in the above proof,
and the rest of the proposition follows from the linearity of the trace. Proof. For any vector X,
3* The symmetric case* Throughout this section we assume T is a closed field, or equivalently, A τ is symmetric (by the following proposition). THEOREM [2] ).
A field T is closed if and only if
In the special case T -grad /, then the integral manifolds of T L on U are precisely the hypersurfaces on which / is constant. We next investigate the geometry of an integral manifold M' of Γ 1 through a point m in U. Since T is normal to M'', we use T to frame M r locally (see Hicks [6] ). Let e be the function on U which is plus or minus one according as <(T, T)> is positive or negative, respectively. THEOREM 2. Let L be the Weingarten map on M f and take X in
and the mean curvature H of M r is given by
is the length of T. Thus M f is minimal if and only if
To compute tr L, let Z X1 , U^ be a nonsingular orthonormal base of The first corollary above suggests the definition of a minimal harmonic function as a harmonic function whose constant hypersurf aces are minimal surfaces. This class of harmonic functions has not been examined as yet, as far as we know, nor has the above result (Corollary 1) been proven before. PROPOSITION 4. Let Φ = <T, Γ>. Then grad Φ = 2D T T, which implies B τ is symmetric, and
Hence grad Φ = 2D T T, and Δ 2 Φ -div grad Φ = 2 tr B τ . The last expression for the Laplacian of φ follows from Proposition 2.
Finally,
We have immediately a slight generalization of a result of Bochner [1] , COROLLARY 
Let T be a closed field such that div T is constant along the integral curves of T. If T is restrained, then Ric (Γ, T) < 0 at some point of M or Ric (T, T) S 0 ow αW o/ Λί. On a compact manifold whose Ricci curvature is always positive there can be no nontrivial closed field T with Γ(div T) = 0. On a compact manifold whose Ricci curvature is nonnegative any nontrivial closed field T with T(div T) = 0 must be a global parallel field with constant length, zero Ricci curvature, and A τ = 0 (see Proposition 6).
Proof. In these cases,
Ric (T, T) -(1/2)40 -tr Al
which proves the first two statements immediately. If T is restrained, as in the last statement, then we force Ric (T, T) = 0 and T to have constant length since R(T, T) < 0 at any point is impossible. Thus φ is constant, J 2 φ = 0, and tr A 2 T -0 which implies all the eigenvalues of A τ are zero, so A τ = 0. COROLLARY 
A nontrivial closed field has constant length on a semi-Riemannian manifold if and only if its integral curves are geodesies.
Proof. This is trivial since grad Φ -2D T T. The following result applies to any vector field. PROPOSITION 
The integral curves of a field T are reparameterizations of geodesies if and only if D T T -gT for some real valued
C°°f unction g.
Proof. If the field fT is geodesic (/never vanishes), 0 = D fτ fT = f[{Tf)T + fD τ T] and g = -T(logf).
Conversely, if D T T = gT then along each integral curve of T we need only solve the linear equation (Tf) + fg = 0 to obtain / for which fT is geodesic.
COROLLARY. If T is closed, nonvanishing, and D T T -gT then Kic (T) = g div T -tr A\ + T(g -div T).
We now study the case when T has constant length on the hypersurfaces M'. THEOREM 
The following four statements are equivalent on the set U: (a) A τ is invariant on T L . (b) T has constant length on any M r . (c) D T T is orthogonal to
Proof. If X is in T where we extend X to be a C°° field in T 1 . Hence 2<A Γ X, T> = <[X, T], T> which shows (a) is equivalent to (d). THEOREM 
If one of the statements in Theorem 3 holds and T does not vanish, then the integral curves of T are reparameterizations of geodesies, grad Φ = 2D T T -(T log eφ)T, and the vector grad Φ has
by the Gauss equation (see Hicks [7] ), where r = <iV, JV> = e. Using the Gauss equation and Theorem 2, a straightforwardcomputation yields, Proof. The general Gauss curvature equation (see Hicks [6] ) states that
Using Theorem 2, a straightforward computation yields the result. We now show the tensor Tor^Γ represents a condition on the holonomy of the distribution T λ . 
